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student

pack

Create your personal file

Name: _______________________________
School: _______________________________
Best friend: ___________________________
Second best friend: ______________________
Pets: ________________________________
Distinguishing features: ___________________
_____________________________________
Hobbies:
_______________
_______________
_______________

Draw yourself here!

1

book review
Keep a record of the book and your opinion after you’ve read it.

Title:

the case of the disappearing pets

Author:

angie lake

Summarise the story in one sentence.
Describe the main character.

What is your favourite part of the story?

Draw your favourite illustration from the book.

Would you recommend this book to your friends?
Yes

No

My star rating:

2

showcase your pet
It’s Showcase Your Pets Week and it’s your turn to tell your classmates
all about your pet! (If you don’t have one, write about someone else’s.)

Name:
Species:
Favourite food:
Favourite toy:
Cool fact:
Pet Selfie:

3

create a top-secret
spy gadget for your pet
After all the pets went missing, Mina needs YOUR help to create a spy gadget so everyone can
keep an eye on their pets at home while they are at school. Be creative with your invention and
remember: this is a top secret mission!

Write the name
of your spy
gadget here.

Draw it here
and use labels
to explain how
it works.

4

comprehension questions
1.

When does Greenville Academy have Showcase your Pets Week? _____________________________

2.

What pet did Mina showcase last year? ______________________________________________

3.

Which character has a pet toad? ___________________________________________________

4.

Who gave a speech in assembly and what is their job? ____________________________________

5.

Sort these things into good and bad ways to treat your pet:

		

regular exercise
not feeding them on time
dressing them up for fun
keeping drinking water topped up
giving too many unhealthy treats

GOOD:

BAD:

6.

What company recently opened in Greenville and why does Holly’s mum dislike them? ____________
__________________________________________________________________________

7.

Who does Mina suspect caused the explosion at the pet shop, and for what reasons? (Hint: there are
two suspects.) _______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

8.

What did Mina realise was underneath the pet shop’s floor? _______________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

9.

How did Holly help Mina solve the case? ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

10.

Where did all the missing pets end up? _____________________________________________

6

wordsearch
Can you find all the words? Look forwards, backwards, up, down and diagonal...

MINA

		

PERCY

TOAD			

SEWER

HOLLY			FACTORY		HAMSTER		FARM
DANNY			PETSHOP 		SNAIL			ANIMALS
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This needs investigating.
This looks like a case for
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An explosion at the local pet shop shows Mina that
this pet palaver can’t be a coincidence.
But why is someone stealing all the animals?
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Pets. Mina doesn’t have any.
This is super inconvenient when
it’s Showcase Your Pets week
at school. Unfortunately, Mina’s best
friend Holly doesn’t have any pets either now
that her hamster’s gone missing.
And has anyone seen Danny’s pet toad?
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